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Abstract: One of the important problems in OCR systems is discrimination of fonts in
machine printed document images. This task improves performance of OCR systems by
providing some information about document logical structure or increasing recognition
rates. Proposed methods for font discrimination in this paper are based on various fractal
dimensions. First, some predefined fractal dimensions were combined with directional
methods to enhance font differentiation. Then, a novel fractal dimension (FTCPH) was
introduced in this paper which considers font recognition as texture identification. This new
descriptor is independent of document content and can be used for font discrimination in
different languages. Experimental results on different pages, written by several types of
fonts, show that fractal geometry can overcome the complexities of font recognition
problem.
Keywords: Fractal Dimension (FD), Fractal Geometry, Optical Character Recognition
(OCR), Optical Font Recognition (OFR).

1 Introduction1
Image processing and computer vision play a vital role
in our daily life. They have found a wide range of
application from information security [1] and processing
[2] to video surveillance [3]. Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) was one of the very first
applications of computer vision industry with tangible
benefits.
Converting historical books, newspapers, and other
types of documents into electronic scripts through
scanners is an essential task in digital libraries.
Nowadays, OCR systems have been utilized by many
individuals to change these scanned text images into
machine-encoded forms [4].
Typical OCR systems have been made of several
modules such as preprocess, layout analysis, character
recognition and etc. Since character shapes in different
fonts have different appearance, Optical Font
Recognition (OFR) is a new module recently added to
OCR systems.
Previous font recognition methods can be classified
into two groups [5]: typographical and textural features.
Typographical features include features such as
character skews, height and width, projections in upper,
centre and lower zones of the line and etc. Nowadays
typographical based algorithms are not so popular
because of some disadvantages such as being sensitive
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to noise and requiring high resolution scanned images.
Some typographical features are proposed in [6-8].
Wavelet transform, Gabor filter, Sobel-Robert
gradients, and Fractal dimensions are the most famous
textural features used for OFR [5, 9-11]. Previous
efforts demonstrated that textural features are more
applicable than typographical.
Although font recognition has been performed in
many languages, unfortunately it is still in the beginning
steps in Farsi/Arabic languages. Lack of OFR module in
Farsi/Arabic OCR systems is partly due to the
morphological complexities of these languages scripts.
Some of the most important challenges are connection
among characters in words, overlap among characters of
words, variety of different shapes of characters in
beginning, middle and end of words. According to Fig.
1, there are more than 100 character shapes in
Farsi/Arabic scripts.
As mentioned before, font recognition is a
complicated task especially in Farsi/Arabic languages.
Since fractal geometry overcomes complexities in other
fields, we decided to utilize it for font discrimination
purpose.
In 1983, Mandelbrot established fractal geometry to
describe complex phenomenons that Euclidean
geometry had been failed. Because Euclidean geometry
only deals with integer dimension objects but fractal
geometry deals with fractional objects.
Over the last years, fractal geometry has been
applied frequently in many applications such as pattern
recognition, texture analysis, segmentation and etc.
Various methods were proposed to estimate Fractal
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Fig. 1 Farsi characters in different situations.

Dimension (FD) of an object. In this article some of
them will be utilized for font recognition.
All the fractal objects have these three properties
[12]: being self-similar, being complicated in tiny
scales, having fractured dimension. Self-similarity (the
first property) in fractal objects can be categorized into
three categories: perfect self-similar objects such as
Broccoli cabbage, imperfect self-similar objects such as
mountains, statistical self-similar objects.
Researches show that a huge number of environs
objects are located in statistical self-similar objects
category. The obtained experiments in [11]
demonstrated that there are fractal properties in text
images.
2 Related Works
In this section a review of some textural algorithms
for font recognition will be presented.
Multi-channel Gabor filtering technique has been
shown to be particularly useful for analyzing text
images and it was proposed by Zhu et al to identify
different English fonts [10]. The spatial frequency and

orientation contents represent the features of each
texture. They used pairs of isotropic Gabor filters with
quadrature phase relationship. From an isotropic
Gaussian function, even and odd symmetric Gabor
filters h x, y , h x, y are obtained. For a given input
image, the outputs of H u, v and H u, v are
combined to provide a single channel output.
Yang et al in [13] proposed a font recognition
method based on Empirical Mode Decomposition
(EMD) method in which any complicated dataset can be
decomposed into finite (often smaller) number of
intrinsic mode functions. They applied Hilbert-Huang
transform on document image and performed font
recognition. Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) is an
analysis method used for nonlinear and non-stationary
data. By analyzing and comparing a great number of
Chinese characters, five basic strokes had been selected
to characterize stroke features of Chinese fonts. Based
on them, stroke feature sequence of a given text block
are calculated.
Ding et al in [9], employed a 3-level wavelet
transform for Chinese font identification. They applied a
wavelet transform on character images and extracted
wavelet features from the transformed images. After a
Box-Cox transformation and LDA (Linear Discriminant
Analysis) process, the discriminating features for font
recognition were obtained.
Khosravi and et al [5] proposed a new feature
extraction method for Farsi font recognition in line
level. The proposed feature was based on image
gradients in 16 directions using Sobel and Roberts
operators. Since Sobel is a horizontal/vertical filter and
Roberts is diagonal, combination of these two operators
improves font recognition performance. They claimed
that their proposed algorithm requires much less
computation time.
Sami Ben Moussa et al [11] used two FD methods
namely Box Counting Dimension (BCD) and Dilation
Counting Dimension (DCD) for ten Arabic font
recognition. Box Counting is widely used due to
relatively simple mathematical calculation and
estimation. The binary image is divided into a grid of
boxes of size ‘r’ and number of boxes which are not
empty is counted as
. These steps are repeated for
different amounts of ‘r’. The slope of the linear
regression of the graph log N r versus log 1/ is
BCD FD as Eq. (1).
log N r
(1)
BCD r
lim
log 1/r
In DCD, each occupied point is surrounded by a
square of size d. The size of these squares is then
gradually enlarged and then the total surface V(d)
covered at each stage is measured. By dividing this total
surface by the surface of a test square (d), we get an
approximation of the number of elements V(d)
necessary to cover the whole. DCD FD can be
calculated through Eq. (2).
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(2)
where d is the maximuum dilation radius,
r
n is the
dimension off a space, and V is the dilatiion body.
w of Fractal Dimension
D
Allgorithms
3 Overview
Various methods
m
have been proposeed to measure FD
in objects. In this papeer BCD, DLA
A, Higuchi and
Variogram FD
F algorithms are utilized.
unting Dimension
3.1 Box Cou
As mentiioned above, there
t
are seveeral techniques to
calculate an object FD. The
T simplest and
a most widdely
method is BC
CD. The BCD
D is obtained as
a follows:
1. A binarizzation algoritthm is applieed on the innput
image.
d
into a grid of boxess of
2. The binarry image is divided
size ‘r’ ass shown in Figg. 2.
3. Number of boxes whiich are not empty
e
is counnted
as N r .
s
must be
b repeated for
4. The twoo previous steps
different amounts of ‘rr’.
5. A graph of
o log N
v
versus
log 1/ for each im
mage
is producced.
6. BCD is estimated
e
by linear regresssion of the grraph
log
versus log 1/ .
7. The obtained slope off the linear reegression is BCD
B
FD.
Assume a square as shown in Fig. 2.
1
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1
0
1
1 log 1
0
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4
Fig
g. 2 Calculatingg a squre BCD F
FD.
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Fig
g. 3 Linear regreession for a squure BCD FD calculation.
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The coorrdinates in Eqq. (3) are plottted in Fig. 3 and
the slope of the obtained line in this figgure correspoonds
the BCD FD
D of square. As
A it can be seen, FD of the
square conveerges to 2 whhich is the saame as Eucliddean
dimension.
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3.2 Diffusion
D
Lim
mited Aggrega
ate
Similar to BCD,
B
diffusionn limited aggrregate (DLA))
FD
D method alsoo must be appplied to binary
y images. Thee
maain steps of thiis algorithm aare as follows [14]:
1. Apply a binaarization algorrithm on the in
nput image.
mation pixelss
2. Individuatingg the contaaining inform
(black pixelss).
duated pixelss
3. Selecting soome pixels from individ
randomly.
cen
ntered on thee
4. Put some boxes of the radius
selected randdomly pixels aas shown in Fiig. 4.
g informationn
5. Calculate nuumber of pixeels containing
in every box of radius .
calculaate the averag
ge number off
6. While
pixels contaiining informaation in all thee boxes of thee
same radius.
7. Calculate avverage numbber of pixells containingg
information in
i all boxes foor all radiuses.
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ough Eqs. (7))
Finally, Higuuchi FD is calculated thro
and
d (8).
(7))
(8))
wh
here

3.4 Variogram
Variogram iss a directionaal FD algorith
hm which cann
be used for 1D,, 2D and 3D signals. Thiss algorithm iss
bassed on the diifferences bettween pairs of
o samples inn
speecific relativee orientation. Variogram FD can bee
esttimated as foollows [15-177] (through Eqs.
E
(9) andd
(10
0)):

Fig. 4 Seleccting randomlyy some pixells containing
information.

1

8. Repeat previous
p
step several timees (the repetittion
number iss arbitrary).
9. Finally, DLA
D
can be estimated
e
by linear regresssion
between log

M R

log

and

M

R
L

, throuugh

Eq. (4).
1

2
(4)
1
1

i the numbeer of containning informattion
where M is
pixels. M R represents the
t average number
n
of pixxels
containing innformation in the boxes off the size R . L is
the average number
n
of pixxels containingg informationn for
all box sizess and c param
meter is epsiilon and q iss an
integer numbber in the rangge of ∞
∞.
3.3 Higuchi
Unlike BCD
B
and DLA
A fractal dimeensions, Higuuchi
is a FD algorrithm which iss just applicabble on 1D signnals
like
1 , 2 , ,
. Higuchhi's principle is
based on a measure
m
of lenngth L(k), bassed on a segm
ment
of k sampless as a unit (seee Eq. (5)).
,
,
2 , ,
(5)
/
where N is total numberr of samples.. Initial valuee is
(
1
1,2,
, wheere
is interrval
represented by
s
shows
integerr part of a real
r
value. Operaator
number r. Foor every
s
sequence
as shown
s
in Eq. (5),
is calcculated by Eqq. (6).
∑

|

1

|

1

is the estimated
e
Higuuchi FD.

(6)

2
2

1
2

wh
here is the distance
d
betw
ween samples. , and
aree the signal vaalues with diffference . Fun
nction
thee number of paairs or differennces for each lag.

(9))
(10))

iss

4 Proposed Feeature Extracction Method
ds
Feature extraaction is a crrucial step in every patternn
reccognition systtem. These feeatures should
d be compactt
and
d be able to diifferentiate beetween samplees of differentt
claasses. As recent scientiffic researchess show, FD
D
alg
gorithms produce very low dimensiional featuree
vecctors, often 1D
1 or 2D, annd are suitable to describee
com
mplicated pattterns.
In order to enhance perfo
formance of OFR
O
systems,,
FD
D methods, described
d
in the previous section, aree
com
mbined with directional algorithms which
w
shownn
goo
od results in OFR
O systems [5, 10].
4.1 Gausssian Direction
nal Filter Ban
nk-BCD
To achieve better results, in the propo
osed method,,
Gaaussian directiional filter baank is combined with BCD
D
meethod. Gaussiaan filter bankk produces dirrectional sub-images and appplying BCD method on each
e
of them
m
yieelds a new feaature vector.
Directional range
r
of 0 tto π is quanttized into 122
seeeds. So, 12 dirrectional sub-images were obtained
o
eachh
corrresponds to a seed (some of them are shown
s
in Fig..
5). Feature extraaction stages aare as follow:
1. Apply Gausssian directionnal filter ban
nk on a textt
image.
2. Calculate thee FD of eachh sub-image with
w BCD (ass
described in section 3.1).
3. Concatenate the extracted features to
o obtain 12D
D
feature vectoor.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 5 (a) Origginal text imagge. Some Subim
mages: (b) 0° , (c)
(
°
°
°
°
30 , (d) 45 , (e)
( 60 , (f) 90 .

4.2 Exttended DLA
m
FD meethods, dimennsion of featture
Unlike many
vector obtainned by diffussion limited aggregate
a
cann be
more than tw
wo which is deependent to thhe range of q (see
(
Eq.(4)).
20 for font recognition, the
Since we select 0
feature vectoor is 21D. Thee number of raandomly seleccted
pixels and reepetition num
mber respectivvely were choosen
200 and 100 in our compuuter simulationns.
Among described
d
FD methods in section 3, BCD
B
and DLA can
c
only be applied on binary imagges.
Binarization method is an
a important matter for thhese
FDs [18]. Binarization allgorithms cann be divided into
i
two categorries namely global and local (adaptiive)
approaches [19]. Our expperiences shoow that adapttive
approaches are better thhan global methods for OFR
O
purpose, so we
w applied Niiblack's binariization methodd in
our simulatioons.
don-Higuchi
4.3 Rad
One of the most im
mportant diffeerences betw
ween
Higuchi and other FD meethods is thatt, Higuchi is just
j
applicable onn a 1D signal. Since imagees are 2D signnals,
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Fig
g. 6 Applying Radon
R
transform
m on an image [Matlab 2010].

m text imagess
forr extracting 1D directionall signals from
wee utilized Radoon transform.
Radon transfform projects a 2D image along
a
a radiall
line oriented att a specific angle (Fig. 6). For eachh
dirrection a 1D signal is obbtained. Som
me of the 1D
D
dirrectional signnals obtained from a tex
xt image aree
plo
otted in Fig. 7.
By applyingg Higuchi m
method on each obtainedd
sig
gnal, one FD is calculatedd. In this case, length off
feaature vector deepends on the number of directions.
Radon-Higucchi feature eextraction alg
gorithm is ass
folllows:
1. Apply Radon transform oon each text image in thee
specified dirrections. We quantized 0 to
intervall
into 16 directions.
2. Calculate FD
Ds from obtainned 1D signalls via Higuchii
method. In this
t
case the obtained featture vector iss
16D.
4.4 Two
T dimensioonal Variogra
am
Variogram is a directiional FD in
n which thee
dim
mension of feeature vector ddepends on th
he number off
sellected directioons. We chosse vertical, horizontal andd
diaagonal directiions for fontt recognition. Calculatingg
theese FDs accoording to Eqq. (9) and Eq
q. (10) is ass
folllows:
1. In vertical diirection Z ~im
m x, y and
~im
, .
2. In horizontall direction Z ~
~im x, y and
d
~im x,,
.
3. In diagonal direction
d
Z ~iim x, y and
~im
,
.
4. According to
t Eq. (9) ffor every h one γ h iss
obtained, forr estimating V
Variogram diimensions wee
utilized h 1,2, . . . ,6.
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(aa)

(b)

Fig
g. 8 Graphical figure
f
based on log(h) and log((γ(h)).

(cc)
(d)
Fig. 7 Four 1D signals obbtained from applying
a
Radonn
transform throough different angles
a
on a texxt image: (a) 0° ,
(b) 30° , (c) 45° , (d) 90° .

5. A linear regression
r
bettween log h and
a log γ h for
each direection is produuced. A graphhical figure baased
on these two
t parameterrs is shown inn Fig. 8.
6. For eachh direction, onne slop and one
o intercept are
producedd.
7. For
coomputing
F
FDs
througgh
Eq. (10),
⁄log
log γ
iss replaced withh above obtaiined
slopes.
8. Moreoverr we used thhe obtained intercept of the
linear reggression as thhe second feaature. Whereaas 3
directionaal FDs were computed
c
our feature vectoor is
6D.
4.5 Wavellet-Variogram
m
i a suitablee tool for font
f
Wavelet transform is
recognition [9]. Applyinng wavelet trransform on an
mpose it intoo four compoonents which are
image decom
approximatioon (cA1), and the details in horizontal (cH
H1),
vertical (cV
V1), and diaggonal (cD1) directions. Our
O
experiments show that combining these
t
directioonal
details withh a directionnal FD algoorithm such as
Variogram enhance
e
the results
r
of fonnt recognition. In
this case, we
w applied Vaariogram FD on the obtaiined
components from wavelett transform insstead of applyying
on the originnal image:
1. Apply Wavelet
W
transfoorm on each teext image.
2. Apply directional
d
V
Variogram
onn the obtaiined
directionaal componentts with the saame direction. In
the otherr words, vertiical Variograam is applied on
cV1, hoorizontal Varriogram on cH1, diagoonal

nd horizontall
Variogram on cD1, andd vertical an
o cA1 ssimulttaneously.
Variogram on
d Eq. (10) ass
3. Computing 4 FDs througgh Eq. (9) and
mentioned inn previous secction.
In this case, the intercept of the linearr regression iss
nott utilized and the obtainned feature vector
v
is 4D..
Co
ombining waavelet and V
Variogram no
ot only cann
deccreases featurre extraction dimension but
b also cann
imp
prove the accuuracy of discrrimination.
4.6 Fourrier Transform
m-Polar Histtogram
In this sectioon an innovatiive FD method
d is presentedd
and
d it will be utilized for font recognition. All FD
D
alg
gorithms obeyy three stages [[20]:
1. Select a meaasuring step suuch as , , , ..., .
on) based onn
2. Calculate a special quanntity (functio
d Eq. (12).
measuring sttep as shown iin Eq. (11) and
F S , F S , F S , ..., F SN

(11))

(12))

3. Estimate FD
D based on thhe slope of th
he regressionn
line betweenn
versus
obtainedd
from Eq. (122).
According too the above ssteps, we pro
oposed a new
w
FD
D method baseed on combinaation of Fouriier Transform
m
Co
oefficients andd Polar Histoggram (FTCPH)) as follows:
1. Fourier transsform is appliied on the input image. Forr
every pixel,, one coefficient is obtaained. Everyy
coefficient has
h real
and imaginaary
parts..
and angle
Radius
parts arre calculatedd
nd imaginaryy
according too Eq. (13) ffrom real an
components.
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tan

(13)

2. Quantize the whole area into n beans (see Fig. 9).
3. Quantize each bean into k radius 0
R .
4. Build a polar histogram for the radiuses and angles
obtained from step 1. The process is shown in Eq.
(14) for the radius
.
Area

Scale
(number of bean)
1
2
3

(14)

In the other words, for each radius located between
two quantized values
and each phase
,
located between two quantized values
the nth row and mth column is increased one unit.
5. FTCPH FD is obtained through Eq. (15).
(15)
is polar histogram of nth radius and m is
where h
number of beans. We examined various amounts of
and
and the best results obtained for
32 and
6.
(row) there
Using described algorithm for each
are 32 numbers (columns) which will be utilized for FD
is estimated through the
calculations. For example,
slop of a linear regression between
and
as shown in Eq. (16).
Area

Scale
1
2
3
32

B. Moussa et al utilized in their paper [11]. Moreover,
Latin ALPH-REGIM dataset was used to compare the
results with previous Latin OFR algorithms.
Since size of primary text blocks in these two
datasets were different, for achieving better results, we
build 512×512 text blocks from them. The utilized
reconstruction algorithm is similar to that described by
H. Khosravi et al in [5].
These steps are as follows:
- Find all lines in the input text image and separate
them.
- Align separated lines in a straight arrangement.
- Segment the obtained lines into 512 pixel width.
- Concatenate the segmented lines vertically to
construct 512 512 image blocks.
Due to lack of enough space, some samples with the
size of 128 128 text block obtained from Fig. 10 and
Fig. 12 are respectively shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 13.
6 Experimental Results
In this section the performance of some recent
published font recognition systems, [5, 10, 11], are
compared with the proposed methods. The comparison
includes length of feature vector, speed, robustness,
recognition rate and etc.
We used fractal dimension feature extraction
methods, and RBF and KNN classifiers for font
recognition. All experiments are performed on ALPHREGIM Arabic and English datasets. After
reconstructing database (as explained in section 5) we
used samples for training and the rest for testing.
6.1 Feature Vector Length
High-dimensional feature set is one of the problems that
many pattern recognition algorithms suffer from it. Such
redundant feature vectors make the identification

,
,

(16)

,

,

, , ,
can be estimated with the same
algorithm. The FTCPH feature vector is 6D.
5 Data Sets and Data Reconstruction
Most of the previous OFR algorithms recognize font
type in a text block, consisting several text lines. Based
to our knowledge, the only line level OFR algorithm
and also the only existent Farsi OFR dataset was created
by H. Khosravi et al [5]. Since our proposed algorithms
also deal with font recognition in text blocks,
Khosravi’s dataset cannot be used directly in this paper.
Since Farsi and Arabic languages have common
alphabets, we utilized ALPH-REGIM dataset which S.
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Fig. 9 The polar histogram diagram.
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process moree complicatedd. The most im
mportant probllem
with high-diimensional feature vector is that, in many
m
cases, not alll the measureed variables are
a important for
recognition
phenomenaa.
In
theese
situatioons,
dimensionaliity reduction algorithms arre essential. One
O
of the most important addvantages of FD
F algorithm
ms is
their ability to
t produce cooncise feature vectors. Tablle 1
compares thee proposed feaature vector’s lengths.
As menttioned in secction 4, in order to enhaance
performance of font recoognition systeem, these fraactal
based methhods are coombined witth some otther
algorithms.

ure vectors inn
As shown inn Table 1, the length of featu
d from 21D,,
all the proposeed algorithms don't exceed
hile SRF feaature vector length in [5]
[
is 512D..
wh
Mo
oreover Tablee 1 shows thatt the shortest feature
f
vectorr
len
ngths are relaated to BCD-DCD [11] and
a
Wavelet-Vaariogram proposed algorithm
ms which are 4D.
nation Rates
6.2 Discrimin
Discriminatioon rate is onne of the mo
ost importantt
critterions in every pattern recognition allgorithm. Thee
obttained discrim
mination rates are presented
d in Tables 2
and
d 3 for Farsi/A
Arabic and Ennglish scripts,, respectively..
Maaximum recoognition ratees belong to Wavelet-Vaariogram methhod for both Farsi/Arabic and Englishh
fon
nts which are 99.14% and 100%, respectiively.
It should be noted thatt comparing the obtainedd
reccognition ratees with the rreported one [5] for SRF
F
feaature is not faair. Because uutilized dataseets are not thee
sam
me as mentiooned in sectiion 5. However, in otherr
casses, the used datasets
d
are thhe same and comparison
c
iss
meeaningful.
Table 1 Feature vector
v
length off different FDs.

Fig. 10 An Arrabic text imagee with several liines.

Fig. 11 Three 128×128 text im
mages obtainedd from Fig 10.

Technique
SRF [5]
BCD-DCD [111]
Gabor [10]
Directiional Filter Bannk-BCD
DLA
Radon-Higuchhi
Variogram
W
Wavelet-Variogr
ram
FTCPH

Len
ngth
51
12
4
32
2
12
2
21
16
6
6
4
6

Table 2 Recoggnition rates of different Methods forr
Farrsi/Arabic fontss recognition.
Techniquee

Classifieer

SRF [5]

MLP

Recognitiion Rates
[%
%]
94
4.16

KNN
RBF
KNN
RBF
KNN
RBF
KNN
RBF
KNN
RBF
KNN

96
6.2
98
9
93.56
96
6.97
82.35
83.86
98.86
98.12
98.84
96
6.9
98.91

RBF

99.14

KNN

97.69

RBF

98.41

BCD-DCD [11]
Directional Fiilter
Bank-BCD
D
DLA
Fig. 12 An Ennglish text imagge with several ines.
i

Radon-Higucchi
Variogram
m
Waveletm
Variogram
FTCPH

Fig. 13 Threee 128×128 Ennglish text imaages obtained
from Fig 12.
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Table 3 Recognition rates of different Methods for English
fonts recognition.
Recognition Rates
Technique
Classifier
[%]
Gabor [10]
WED
99.1
RBF
98.49
Directional Filter
Bank-BCD
KNN
98.03
RBF
88.97
DLA
KNN
89.14
RBF
99.68
Radon-Higuchi
KNN
99.52
RBF
98.21
Variogram
KNN
99.6
RBF
100
Wavelet-Variogram
KNN
100
RBF
99.75
FTCPH
KNN
99.46

6.3 Computational Time
Speed of OFR is in the secondary importance because a
time consuming OFR decreases the overall speed of
OCR system. Except H. Khosravi et al who reported
speed issue [5], others neglected this important topic.
There is a comparative study for the average
computational time in each OFR algorithm in Table 4.
These computational times are for feature extraction
from 512×512 text images. SRF [5] is the fastest OFR
algorithm and among our proposed methods, Variogram
and Wavelet-Variogram have the least computational
time. Our experimental results show that SRF algorithm
is about 2 times faster than the mentioned algorithms.
DLA and BCD-DCD are the most time consuming
algorithms mainly due to applying an adaptive
binarization algorithms during their process.
6.4 Robustness Test
Generally, recognition rate degrades with
unavoidable distortions which are prevalent in real
applications. In this section robustness of the proposed
algorithms against skew and noise are studied and
compared with [5] and [11].
6.4.1 Skew
Document skew is a distortion that every OCR
system may encounter. Lack of robustness against skew
may severely influences the system’s performance.
Nowadays skew correction algorithms become an
integral part in OCR systems.
Most of the FD algorithms are robust against skew.
Rotating objects does not influence their Euclidean
dimension. This rule is true in most of the FD methods
except directional FDs. All utilized FDs except
Variogram are skew independent.
Similar to [11], the font recognition system is tested
with five rotations presented in Fig. 14.
Results in Table 5 confirm that among proposed
approaches DLA and FTCPH are more robust against
skew. The average errors in these cases are 0.19 % and
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1.51% respectively. BCD-DCD algorithm is also robust
against skew and the average error rate is about 0.86%
[11]. So, DLA is the most robust algorithm agains skew
distortion.
According to previous definitions, DLA, BCD, DCD
and FTCPH algorithms are related to some counting
information which are relatively independent of object
direction.
Fig. 15 shows some comparative study among the
average recognition rates before and after applying
skew. High errors are due to combination of FDs with
directional algorithms. Although SRF [5] and Gabor
[10] features are not robust against skew, the skew
effect was ignored in them.
6.4.2 Noise
Performance of every recognition system degrades
in the presence of environmental noise.
To verify the performance of the proposed
algorithms, a range of noise from SNR = 20 to SNR =
50 was added to all data set (Fig. 16). According to our
experimental results, most of the proposed methods are
robust to noise when noise intensity is low. According
to Fig. 17, Directional Filter Bank and Radon-Higuchi
are the most robust algorithms against noise. In fact
directional decomposing algorithms works as a filter
and decrease the propagation of noise to the next stages.
Table 6 shows the skew robustness of different
algorithms.
Table 4 Time of different feature extraction methods.
Technique
SRF [5]
BCD-DCD [11]
Gabor [10]
Directional Filter Bank-BCD
DLA
Radon-Higuchi
Variogram
Wavelet-Variogram
FTCPH

Time [Sec]
0.06
40.47
2.848
7.196
45.638
0.538
0.159
0.138
4.706

Table 5 Recognition error for skewed images.
Methods
BCD-DCD [11]
Directional Filter
Bank-BCD
DLA
Radon-Higuchi
Variogram
Wavelet-Variogram
FTCPH

Average
Recognition
Error
% 0.86

Skew
Robustness
Yes

% 60.43

No

% 0.19
% 73.71
% 77.1
% 85.62
% 1.51

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
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Oriiginal image

2° onn the left

(a)

7.5
5° on the left

6° on the left

8.5° on the
t right

180°
1

Fig. 14 Som
me skew and rotation
r
effectss applied on text
images.

(b))
Fig
g. 15 Comparatiive study amonng the algorithm
ms robustness
agaainst skew, (a):K
KNN (b):RBF. 1: BCD-DCD, 2: Directional
Filtter Bank-BCD, 3: DLA, 4: Raadon-Higuchi, 5:
5 Variogram,
6: Wavelet-Variog
W
gram, 7: FTCPH
H.

Table 6 Compparative study among
a
the skwee robustness.
Technique

Dirctionall / Nondirectional

SRF [5]
BCDDCD[11]
Gabor [10]
Directional
Filter
Bank-BCD
DLA

Dirctioonal Algorithm

Skew
Robustn
ness
No

Nondirctiional Algorithm
ms

Yes

Dirctioonal Algorithm
Dirctioonal Algorithm
(Combination of nondirctional
FD with a dirctional
d
algoritthm)
Nondirctionnal Algorithm (FD)
(
Dirctioonal Algorithm
(Combination of nondirctional
FD with a dirctional
d
algoritthm)
Dirctioonal Algorithm
(Dirrctional FD)
Dirctioonal Algorithm
(Combination of dirctionall FD
with a dircctional algorithm)
Nondircttional Algorithm
m

No

RadonHiguchi
Variogram
WaveletVariogram
FTCPH

No

(a)

b)
(b

Yes
No
No
No
Yes

(d
d)
(c)
g.16 Example of noising im
mages with variious values off
Fig
SN
NR: (a) SNR=500, (b) SNR=40, (c) SNR=30, (d
d) SNR=20.
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[4]]

[5]]

[6]]

Fig. 17 Recoggnition rates of different
d
FDs inn the presence of
o
noise. DFB:Diirectional Filterr Bank-BCD, RH:Radon-Higu
R
uchi,
V:Variogram, V:Wavelet-Vaariogram.

7 Conclusiion
In this paper, we proposed
p
som
me new fraactal
dimensional feature exxtraction metthods for font
f
identificationn. Our experiimental resultts confirmed the
previous fiindings abouut FDs abbility for font
f
discriminatioon. The most important addvantages of the
proposed feaature extractionn methods aree:
- Low dim
mensionality.
- Low coomputational complexity.
c
- Being content-indepe
c
endent, whichh makes it eaasier
to adaptt for other appplications.
- Being robust
r
againstt document skkew and rotattion
in somee cases.
- Being applicable to other languages font
f
recogniition systems.
Accordinng to our exxperiments, minimum
m
featture
vector lenggth, minimum
m runtime and maxim
mum
recognition rates belongg to the prooposed WaveeletVariogram allgorithm. Thee only drawbaack of this featture
is lack of robbustness againnst skew. Am
mong skew robbust
algorithms, FTCPH
F
is thee fastest algoorithm which has
the highest reecognition ratte.
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